
Jenfeed Logic Pro

Setting new standards in feeding speed and  
quality for the healthcare and the hospitality sectors

 EN  l  Jenfeed Logic Pro



JENSEN  

 – a true pioneer

JENSEN was the first manufacturer of the front-loaded feeders 

with height-adjustable feeding position, which is now the 

most popular concept within clamp feeders in the industry. 

With the introduction of the Jenfeed Logic Plus  in 2006, 

 JENSEN was also the first manufacturer of the pivoting 

spreading clamp, allowing the machine to reach the highest 

feeding speed and feeding quality  required by the healthcare 

 and hospitality segments.

Increased feeding  

 speed and quality

The new Jenfeed Logic Pro incorporates a series of new 

features and options,  enabling it to spread and feed flatwork 

faster, which is especially required by the high-capacity 

remote feeding systems. However, the new features are not 

reserved for the automatic feeders only. They will also be 

implemented on the conventionally operated Logic Pro 

feeders, giving a series of benefits to all laundries serving 

the healthcare and hospitality segments.
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Ergonomy

1  High and steady production

The conventionally operated Jenfeed Logic Pro is available 

with 3 or 4 height-adjustable feeding stations supplied with 

the JENSEN EasyClamps, providing the optimum ergonomic 

working conditions for the operators.

2  The JENSEN EasyClamp

The design of the feeding clamp has been shaped to guide 

the corner of the linen into the clamp, allowing the operators 

to quickly and easily load the clamps, resulting in a high and 

constant production.

Speed

3  100% utilization of the ironer line

The Jenfeed Logic Pro is also available for automatic feeding 

from the Jenrail 2000 Automatic remote feeding system. 

Remote feeding allows to add more feeding stations in the 

feeding area and thus reach 100% utilization of the ironer 

line capacity, which was the main driver for developing the 

Jenfeed Logic Pro feeder range.

      Double PPOH

The Jenfeed Logic Pro Automatic can be prepared for various 

types of remote feeding stations, among that the newly 

developed and unique cornerless feeding system for 

decentralized feeding of sheets. Cornerless feeding of sheets 

doubles the pieces per operator hour compared to 

conventional feeding of corners into clamps, enabling 4 

operators to feed above 2400 single sheets per hour.

Quality

5  Fast feeding with top quality

Top-quality feeding and high capacity is realized by use 

of the pivoting spreading clamps, allowing the clamps to 

receive the linen from the vertically positioned feeding 

stations, and feed it onto the vacuum beam in a horizontal 

angle, giving a straight leading edge as a result.

6  Fast spreading with servo-driven spreading clamps

JENSEN has supplied the Jenfeed Logic Pro with servo-driven 

spreading clamps, allowing to spread the linen fast, yet 

gentle, and with the highest precision. The high speed is of 

special importance when combined with the Jenrail remote 

feeding system, or when feeding long pieces such as single 

sheets in two lanes, or king-size sheets in 1-lane operation.

Finish

7  Optimum working conditions by “AutoClean”

JENSEN has introduced the optional “AutoClean” system, 

enabling the machine to automatically remove lint from 

the spreading brush area at the Concorde delivery conveyor 

by means of vacuum suction. This new option considerably 

reduces the amount of lint inside the laundry, thus improving 

the working conditions and productivity. 

8  Excellent feeding quality into the ironer

The unique JENSEN Concorde delivery conveyor with vacuum 

suction ensures an excellent feeding quality of the leading 

edge directly into the ironers chest, increasing the 

production as a result.
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Large-piece mode

The Jenfeed Logic Pro series has been configured to meet the 

highest demands in terms of feeding quality and speed. The 

following items describes a selection of the features and 

options available for the Jenfeed Logic Pro: 

1  Vacuum box

2  Feeding clamps

3   Spreading belts and spreading plates

4  High-friction pick-up roller 

5  Spreading brushes 

6  Servo-driven spreading clamps

7   Servo-driven vacuum beam (can be equipped with optional 

leading-edge correcting device)

8   Concorde delivery conveyor

9   Spreading brushes (can be equipped with optional Auto-

Clean device)

10   Stretch conveyor

Small-piece mode

By moving the top of the feeder away in small-piece mode, 

no mechanical parts are placed above the operators when 

they stand in front of the machine. At the same time the 

operating buttons are easily accessible at the feeding 

stations positioned right in front of the operators.

In small-piece mode the top of the feeder 11  moves back 

while the inlet conveyor        moves down, allowing the 

operators to manually feed small pieces in an ergonomically 

correct feeding position. The spreading belts, used in large-

piece mode only, stop, while the spreading plates 13  are 

activated in each lane. Each lane is supplied with its own 

spreading plate which can be coupled to work in more lanes.

Note! Small-piece mode is a standard feature on the 

conventionally operated Jenfeed Logic Pro only.
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Easy-to-use human-machine interface

The Jentrol HMI control system features a fast and accurate  

processor, an easy-to-use human-machine interface, multi-

language facilities and an option for remote system service. 

The Jentrol HMI is prepared for the state-of-the-art Globe 

management information system comprising real-time 

visualization of production status, resources and maintenance 

status.

      Optional LogIn station for Globe 

      Optional performance monitor for Globe

      Optional panel per station 

      Optional panel covering 2 or 3 lanes

Installation

JENSEN is pleased to assist you in planning your laundry  

by  providing excellent advice, layouts and technical data.  

Authorized JENSEN distributors or JENSEN engineers should 

carry out the installation to ensure that it is performed  

correctly.

Service

In addition, JENSEN provides an extraordinary after-sales 

service through a worldwide network of highly qualified 

Sales and Service Centres and distributors, all with their own 

maintenance and spare parts services.

Call us…

JENSEN provides a complete range of heavy-duty equipment 

 for the laundry industry, delivered and installed  

according to  your specifications. Please do not hesitate  

to contact us for further advice and information, or visit 

www.jensen-group.com

Local contact

www.jensen-group.com

Explore our equipment on 

www.youtube.com/jensengroupcom
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